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User Guide
This document describes the workflow for the integration of Gocators’ measurement data
into a third party image processing software, e.g. Common Vision Blox or Teledyne Dalsa’s
Sherlock.

Please note that the document is intended as supplementary to the manuals and AppNotes
already provided by LMI. This AppNote expects an already connected Gocator to the
computer. In case no connection is established please refer to the manufacturer’s sensor
manual and trouble shooting.
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► Integrating a Gocator into Sherlock

1.

Overview

The smart sensors of LMI contain a large amount of built-in tools to perform image processing directly on the
device. However, in some cases an additional software or software library is necessary to realize high-end
imaging applications. Therefore, it is possible to integrate the Gocator into third party tools, e.g. the software
library of Common Vision Blox or Teledyne Dalsa’s Sherlock.

Common Vision Blox (CVB) is a powerful, flexible and innovative vision software for implementing imaging and
machine vision applications quickly and reliably. It supports the latest acquisition technologies with maximum
performance and includes fundamental functionality for image acquisition, image access, image display,
coordinate transformation, image normalization and much more. Based on a full implementation of the GenICam
standard complete hardware independence is guaranteed.

Sherlock is an advanced machine vision software interface that can be applied to a wide variety of automated
inspection applications. It offers maximum design flexibility and provides a rich suite of proven tools and
capabilities that have been deployed in thousands of installations worldwide.
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2.

Required Gocator settings

Both, CVB and Sherlock, require 2D image data for their processing. Hence, only surface measurements of the
Gocator can be integrated and the Scan Mode of the Gocator must be set to Surface. The acquisition of the
intensity is optional and can be checked when required.

Figure 2 a: Scan Mode Surface

Additionally, it is necessary to select the Output data. Therefore, choose Gocator as the protocol and select the
information you want. Surfaces represent the 3D range map, Surface Intensities the intensity image along the
surface.

Figure 2 b: Output Data
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3.

GenTL Driver

3.1 Download and Setup
GenTL is an industry standard method of controlling and acquiring data from an imaging device.
The Gocator provides a GenTL driver that allows GenTL-compliant third-party software (e.g. CVB) to acquire and
process 2D range maps and intensity images generated from the Gocator’s Video, Profile (with Uniform Spacing
disabled) and Surface modes in real-time.
You can download the toolset package containing the driver from the LMI Technologies or the Stemmer Imaging
website
http://lmi3d.com/support/downloads/
http://www.stemmer-imaging.de/de/download/?supplier=lmi
After downloading the tool package (Go Tools), unzip the file. The driver is found under the GenTL\x86 or
GenTL\x64 directory. Please pay attention that the version number of the Tool Package must be identical to the
firmware running on the sensor.

Following description of how to setup the driver is extracted out of the GenTL chapter in the Gocator’s User
Manual.
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Figure 3: Set environmental variable of GenTL Driver

3.2 Configuration
The Gocator GenTL driver packs the range map, intensity and stamp information (e.g., time stamp, encoder
index, etc.) into either a 16-bit RGB image or a 16-bit grey scale image. You can select the format in the
Go2GenTL.xml setting file - which is located in the same directory as the GenTL driver file - by setting the data
format either to 0 (RGB) or 1 (Mono). The default value is 0.
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<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<GenTLSettings>
<ResampleMode>0</ResampleMode>
<DataFormat>0</DataFormat>
<OverrideImageWidth>0</OverrideImageWidth>
<OverrideImageHeight>0</OverrideImageHeight>
<RawPartDetectionHeightThreshold>5.0</RawPartDetectionHeightThreshold>
<RawPartDetectionMaxLength>200</RawPartDetectionMaxLength>
</GenTLSettings>
Figure 3.2: GenTL Xml File

The 16-bit RGB image provides the measurement information in three single planes.
Channel

Information

Red

Height map information

Green

Intensity information

Blue

Stamp information

The 16bit grey scale image provides the same measurement information in one plane, but stored consecutively.
One advantage of the grey scale format is a reduced bandwidth in case the intensity image is not additionally
selected.
For further information about the stamp information or how to convert pixel values into metric coordinates please
refer to the GenTL chapter in the Gocator’s User Manual.

The width and height of the 16-bit RGB or grey scale image is calculated from the maximum number of
columns and rows required to support the sensor's FOV and maximum part length. It can also be set manually
in the xml file.

When resampling mode is enabled, the GenTL driver will resample the height map so that the pixel spacing is
equally in X and Y. The default value is 1.
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4.

CVB

After setting up the GenTL driver it is possible to import the Gocator as a GenICam device into Common Vision
Blox. Please install the latest version of Common Vision Blox, which can be found on following website:
http://www.commonvisionblox.com/en/cvb-download/

4.1 Open Gocator in CVB
To verify the functionality and to set up the CVB GenICam driver please start the GenICam Browser (available
since CVB 12). In case the LMI GenTL Driver is set up correctly, the name of the Transport Layer (Gocator GenTL
Driver) will appear in the main window. If the Gocator is connected to the system, the device will show up there
as well. A green camera icon indicates that the device is available. Other icon colors and their meanings are
described in the GenICam Browser help.

Figure 4.1: CVB GenICam Browser

A test of the functionality of the GenTL driver is possible when opening the device in the GenICam Browser
(double click on the device name) and starting the grab by pressing the play button.
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4.2 Save Configuration for GenICam Driver

Figure 4.2: Open device in GenICam Browser

To configure the Gocator for the GenICam driver, please add the device to the right window, by pressing

.

Please be aware that for the Gocator images it is mandatory to set the CVB color format to “raw”! This can be
done by clicking
on the right window and setting the CVB Color Format to 0. Otherwise an auto conversion
to 8Bit would be applied and the height information might be lost.
Please save the configuration afterwards.
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5.

Sherlock

If steps 4.1 and 4.2 are successfully done, the Gocator can be finally integrated into Sherlock. This works similar
to any other GigE camera, however, in the CVB Sherlock Driver some additional settings must be taken care of.

5.1 Sherlock CVB Driver
Sherlock can acquire images from every Common Vision Blox compliant image acquisition device like the
Gocator. Therefore – next to the Sherlock software itself – the Sherlock CVB Driver must be installed. It can be
found on the CVB website.
http://www.commonvisionblox.com/en/software/cvb-driver/sherlock/

With the installation of the Sherlock CVB Driver comes a documentation how to integrate CVB GenICam devices
into Sherlock. Please refer to this help and take a look into chapter 5 - CVBDrv.ini Configuration and the
followings.
The important file which must be updated is the CVBDrv.ini file which is available in the %sp7data%\Drivers
directory and for Sherlock 64Bit in the %sp7data64%\Drivers directory.

In case the RGB format of the GenTL driver is used, the CVBDrv.ini file should look like the following:

Figure 5.1 a: Configuration of CVBDrv.ini for RGB GenTL

Using this configuration two camera images can be loaded into Sherlock. Camera 0 represents the 2D range
map in a 16Bit grey scale image. Camera 1 provides the intensity image in a 16Bit grey scale image.
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In case the grey scale 16Bit GenTL format is used, the configuration can be simplified to the following:

Figure 5.1 b: Configuration of CVBDrv.ini for grey scale GenTL

5.2 Running the Gocator in Sherlock
When starting the Sherlock main program, please ensure that the GenICam Browser or any other tool is closed
which also maintains a connection to the GenTL driver. The WebInterface however, might stay opened.
In order to display the driver’s image, open the options of the image window
and choose the desired Camera
Port. If the CVBDrv.ini is configured like in figure 5, Camera 0 will load the range map and Camera 1 the intensity
image. Both cameras can be loaded simultaneously.

Figure 5.2 a: Configuration of Image Source and trigger mode
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In case the Gocator is running in a triggered mode be aware that the checkbox for the external camera trigger setting must
be checked.
Using the Sherlock command buttons it is possible to control the acquisition of the Gocator. Hereby, Run continuously
equivalent to the Start button in the WebInterface. Run Once

is

is similar to the Snapshot button and runs the Sherlock

investigation exactly one time. However, the grabbing of the sensor then never stops and images are constantly written to an
internal buffer. Please take a look at chapter 6.1 How to use different Trigger Modes of the Gocator for more information about
controlling the device with Sherlock.
In the continuous mode, the image data gets updated within Sherlock each time a new measurement is sent from the Gocator.
Due to the high performance of the Sherlock CVB Driver, the time delay due to the import into Sherlock is minimized and can
be neglected in most cases.

Figure 5.2 b: Working with Gocator’s height image in Sherlock

The single planes of the Gocator data are provided in a 16Bit format. Most of the processing tools of Sherlock however only
work with 8Bit images. Therefor a conversion from 16Bit to 8Bit will in most cases be essential. In chapter 6.6 How to convert
16Bit to 8Bit images two ways are described how to perform this conversion.

A second image can be opened using Image Window -> Create New. The image source must be configured again and another
Camera Port has to be selected. So both measurement images can be used in Sherlock simultaneously. The third plane of
the RGB image (providing the stamp information) can be integrated at the same way.
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Figure 5.2 c: Working with Gocator’s height and intensity image
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6.

Further Information

6.1 How to use the different Trigger Modes of the Gocator (in Sherlock)
The start buttons of Sherlock (Run once and Run continuously) include internal commands to start the grabbing
of the Gocator. The stop buttons (Stop and Abort) will stop the sensor again. However, when pressing Run once,
the grabbing will be activated, but the buttons to stop the grabbing will stay greyed out, meaning that the sensor
continues grabbing. In this (and other cases) it might be useful to stop the acquisition manually after an image
arrived. This can be done using the following GenTL instructions:
Stop Acquisition:

IO: Camera -> Send command -> “StopAcquisition”

To stop the grabbing following instruction can be used:
Start Acquisition:

IO: Camera -> Send command -> “StartAcquisition”

6.1.1 Freerun
The Gocator data can acquire images at a constant frame rate in free run. In this mode there is no need to check
the box for the External Camera Trigger in the options of the image window.
It is recommended to use the Run Continuously Mode to avoid manual commands to stop the acquisition.

6.1.2 Hardware Trigger
In most cases a hardware triggering of the Gocator is the preferable mode for applications and (with the selected
External Camera Trigger setting and an adequate timeout) Sherlock then automatically waits for each new
incoming image.
It is recommended to use the Run Continuously Mode to avoid manual commands to stop the acquisition. For
further information about the different trigger modes please take a look into the sensor manual at the chapter
Surface Generation.

6.1.3 Software Trigger
The software trigger is only available for the Snapshot sensors. A network command (e.g. TCP/IP) can be used
to send a software trigger command, however, as this requires the Output Protocol to be set to ASCII, it doesn’t
work in combination with the GenTL driver. Hence, a real SW-Trigger doesn’t exist for the Gocator in Sherlock.
An alternative might be the starting and stopping of the acquisition process using the GenTL commands
demonstrated in 6.1. They are available when using the Sherlock CVB Driver. Using the driver’s commands, it is
then possible as well to change the Gocator’s exposure time or switch the job.
Set Exposure Time:

IO: Camera -> Set number feature -> “Exposure”, int

Load Job:

IO: Camera -> Set string feature -> “ConfigFile”, YourJob.job
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6.3 How to convert 16Bit to 8Bit Images
Only a few preprocessors and algorithms are available for 16Bit image data. The majority requires a conversion
to 8Bit images before. There are two possible ways how to convert the Gocator images into 8Bit.

Within Sherlock
Sherlock offers an own tool to map images from 16 to 8Bit. To do so define a rectangle over the raw input image
(imgA) and choose the preprocessor Map 16 to 8 Bits. Set the parameters for the start, center and end values of
the intensity depending on your input image. In most cases the measured points from the Gocator result in
intensity values only appearing within a specific range. Hence, the start and end parameter should correspond
to the minimum and maximum intensities of the measured object.

Figure 6.2 a: Preprocessor - Map 16 to 8 Bits

To display the downscaled image, create a second image window (imgB) and choose RawImage (imgA) as the
image source. MONO8 must be selected and the share buffer box checked.
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Figure 6.2 b: Share Buffer to second image source

Within Driver
Depending on the image size the Bit-conversion and displaying of extra images within Sherlock can cause
processing times, which might want to be avoided. Therefore, the Sherlock CVB Driver offers a possibility to
downscale the driver images before loading them to Sherlock.
For a mapping within the driver it is necessary to set the following example commands in the CVBDrv.ini file
under the corresponding camera.
MapTo8BitWindowStart = 36100
MapTo8BitWindowEnd = 36800

6.4 How to get the best out of the Gocator
The following link leads to an AppNote describing ways how to set up Gocators with challenging demands. It is
mainly written for high resolution purposes of the 2320 sensors, but also provides a general overview.
http://www.stemmer-imaging.de/media/uploads/cameras/lmi/11/116864-LMI_Gocator_AppNote__How_to_set_up_Gocators_with_challenging_demands.pdf

6.5 How to use multiple Gocators in a BuddyMode
There is an application note that demonstrates how to setup and utilize the Gocator’s built in support for dual
sensor operation. The integration of measurements into Sherlock from two Gocators in a Buddy Mode is not
different to the integration with only one sensor.
http://www.stemmer-imaging.de/media/uploads/lmi/98/98344-LMI_Gocator_BuddyMode_AppNote.pdf
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6.6 How to generate X, Y, Z coordinates out of pixel values
Since the Gocators are pre-calibrated they directly provide true metric coordinates of measured objects.
However, a conversion into pixel and intensity values is necessary in order to store the X, Y, Z coordinates in 2D
height images which can be used for the 2D image processing tools in Sherlock afterwards.
In many cases the metric values of the object are not necessary and differences of the grey values or amount of
pixels are sufficient for inspection purposes. However, since the metric calibration is already given, the
information about height differences in mm or the size of a blob in mm² might be of interest.
The metric coordinates X and Y of each point can be determined by multiplying the current image pixel value
( , ) with the sensor resolution ( , ) and adding the offset (Δ , Δy) to it.
=Δ

+

∗

=Δ

+

∗

The metric coordinate Z of each point can be determined by multiplying the current intensity value ( , ) on each
specific position with the sensor resolution of Z ( ) and adding the offset (Δz) to it.
= Δz + ( , ) ∗

The values for the offsets and resolutions can be looked up in the csv-file which can be stored using the
WebInterface of the Gocator.

Figure 6.5: Extracting offsets and resolutions from the csv-File

In case the resolution and offset parameters might change and an automatic calibration should be performed in
Sherlock, the stamp data from the GenTL images can be interpreted. However, the original 64Bit stamp values
are packed into four consecutive 16bit pixels and must be decoded in order to get the real values which match
the values from the csv-file. Following list shows the pixel positions for the different parameters:
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Figure 6.5b: Interpretation of Stamp Information
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7.

Troubleshooting


At the moment it is not possible to integrate more than one Gocator at the same system into Sherlock.
The GenTL driver (4.3.3.167) only supports one sensor at the same time.
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8.

Kontakt

Wir hoffen, dass diese Anleitung hilfreich für Sie war und freuen uns auf Ihr Feedback. Sollten Sie noch weitere
Fragen haben, wenden Sie sich bitte an unseren technischen Support.
Zusätzliche Informationen rund um die Bildverarbeitung finden Sie auch auf unserer Webseite.
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